To: Police Scotland
Date: 5 April 2021
From: Don Staniford (Scottish Salmon Watch)
Subject: FOI Review Request re. 2021-0285
Please consider this a formal request for a review of FOI-2021-0285.
Police Scotland’s FOI reply dated 2 March 2021 refused to provide documents requested by
Scottish Salmon Watch on 8 February 2021 (detailed in full online here for easy reference).
For ease of review, Scottish Salmon Watch uses the same four bullet points employed by Police
Scotland in their FOI refusal dated 2 March 2021; namely:

In terms of the first two, Police Scotland at least provided some new information in that it
specified there have been 112 firearms certificates conditioned to allow for the culling of seals:

However, Police Scotland refused to disclose documents or any specific information. Scottish
Salmon Watch asks that this FOI review reexamine the blanket refusal to release documents.
Even redacted documents – deleting personal information – would be better than nothing and
may stop an unnecessary and wasteful appeal to the Scottish Information Commissioner.
In terms of points 3 and 4 pertaining to the illegal killing of seals by salmon farmers and in
particular to a case involving Mowi in Loch Ewe in January 2020, Police Scotland provided zero
information. Scottish Salmon Watch takes issue with this refusal and asks Police Scotland to
review the non-disclosure of documents.
Police Scotland’s FOI refusal letter to Scottish Salmon Watch dated 2 March 2021 cited:

Please note here that Scottish Salmon Watch is content for the names of the marksmen (or
women) to be redacted in full (i.e. bullet point one of the FOI request). However, Scottish
Salmon Watch asks that Police Scotland provide the information in bullet point 2; namely:

The integrity of Section 38(1) (b) – Personal Information – can be maintained by redacting the
names of the marksmen (or women). And Scottish Salmon Watch is happy to receive only the
licences pertaining to salmon farms which we believe is 52 (i.e. not all 112).

Please note that a FOI reply by the Scottish Government in February 2021 (FOI-202000118346)
redacted the names of marksmen employed by Mowi, Scottish Sea Farms, The Scottish Salmon
Company, Cooke Aquaculture, Grieg Seafood and Loch Duart to kill seals.

However, following a review request by Scottish Salmon Watch of FOI-202000118346, the
Scottish Government disclosed further information on 23 March 2021. The Scottish
Government still refused to name the marksmen but disclosed that “the total number of
marksmen in the redacted licences provided as part of the response is 52”:

The Scottish Government’s FOI review reply dated 23 March 2021 (via FOI-202000118346)
also released further documents relating to the killing of a juvenile male harbour seal by Mowi in
Loch Ewe in January 2020 “as this was not the subject of an ongoing criminal investigation” at
the time of Scottish Salmon Watch’s FOI request.

Since Scottish Salmon Watch’s FOI request to Police Scotland was dated in February 2021 – and
therefore also “not the subject of an ongoing criminal investigation” - surely Police Scotland
should disclose information on this case?
One of the documents disclosed on 23 March 2021 by the Scottish Government is an
‘Intelligence Report’ marked “Official-Sensitive” by Marine Scotland detailing a male harbour
seal killed illegally by Mowi in Loch Ewe – this is MSIR 3005055 which another Scottish
Government FOI disclosure dated 1 April 2021 cited as being investigated by both Police
Scotland and the National Wildlife Crime Unit:

Here’s Marine Scotland’s ‘Intelligence Report’ (MSIR 3005050) dated 3 February 2020 which
questioned the legality of Mowi shooting a juvenile male harbor seal (on advice by the SSPCA)
in January 2020:

The Scottish Government also disclosed this email on 23 March 2021 (initially withheld via FOI202000118346 on 1 February 2021):

Another email from the Scottish Government’s Marine Planning & Policy in February 2020 disclosed by the Scottish Government on 23 March 2021 - stated that “MSLOT have advised that
this was not carried out under the seal licence and should be reported to the Police Wildlife
Crime Unit”.

Documents disclosed to Scottish Salmon Watch via Freedom of Information by the Scottish
Government on 1 April 2021 (FOI-2021-00155371) included other Marine Scotland Intelligence
Reports (MSIR) which are enclosed below in an Appendix.
The Scottish Government explained in their letter to Scottish Salmon Watch dated 1 April 2021:

MSIR 3004074 is a case relating to a seal shot in August 2018 in the Ythan where it crosses the
A90.
MSIR 3004110 is the Basta Voe case in August 2018 believed to involve Cooke Aquaculture
who were fined £2,000 in 2019.
MSIR 3004123 is the Kylesku Bridge case in September 2018 believed to involve Loch Duart
who operate salmon farms in the vicinity.
MSIR 3004491 is the Wick of Belmont case in April 2019 believed to involve Cooke
Aquaculture who operate a salmon farm at Wick of Belmont in Shetland.
MSIR 3004783 is the Uig Bay case in September 2019 believed to involve Grieg Seafood who
operate a salmon farm in Uig Bay (Loch Snizort) and another salmon farm in Loch Snizort.
MSIR 3005055 is the Loch Ewe case in January 2020 involving Mowi.
The latter case (MSIR 3005055) appears to be the only case cited above which comes under the
scope of this FOI since it asked for information only since 1 January 2020. However, there
could be other cases and other incidents within the scope of this FOI (and cases which began
before 1 January 2020 may have been completed after that date).
Notwithstanding, the reasons given by Police Scotland in their FOI refusal letter dated 2 March
2021 do not stand close scrutiny especially if Mowi’s illegal killing of a male juvenile harbor
seal in Loch Ewe in January 2020 (MSIR 3005055) is “not the subject of an ongoing criminal
investigation”. Here’s the reasons cited by Police Scotland in their FOI refusal of 2 March 2021:

Scottish Salmon Watch does not believe the disclosure of information in Mowi’s case (MSIR
3005055) – or any others for that matter – “would be likely to prejudice substantially the ability
of the police to investigate and detect crime”.
Scottish Salmon Watch therefore ask Police Scotland’s FOI review to overturn the refusal of
information and disclose any documents relating to Mowi’s case (MSIR 3005055) and any other
cases involving salmon farms killing seals since 1 January 2020. That would include any reports
to the Procurator Fiscal, emails with the Scottish Government and any other information
pertaining to discussions whether criminal proceedings.
Scottish Salmon Watch is keen to shine a light on how the illegal killing of seals by salmon
farms was dealt with by the Scottish Government, Police Scotland and other agencies. We
strongly believe that it is in the public interest to do so – as shown by recent Tweets by Guardian
columnist George Monbiot as well as press reports in The Sunday Times, The Ferret and Daily
Mirror.
Since this particular legal regime ended on 1 February 2021 when the killing of seals by salmon
farmers was made illegal by the Scottish Government, Scottish Salmon Watch does not buy
Police Scotland’s argument that disclosure of information would put the investigation or the
potential for proceedings at risk.
Scottish Salmon Watch agrees that there is some element of public interest “in protecting the
integrity of investigative and criminal justice procedures” but disclosure relating to Mowi’s case
(MSIR 3005055) is immaterial (especially if there was no case brought to the Procurator Fiscal
or any criminal charges brought).
Today (5 April 2021), Scottish Salmon Watch filed a new FOI request with Police Scotland for
information since 1 January 2018 which would hopefully include details of seals killed illegally
by salmon farming companies in Basta Voe (MSIR 3004110) - believed to involve Cooke
Aquaculture who were fined £2,000 in 2019; Kylesku Bridge (MSIR 3004123) - believed to
involve Loch Duart who operate salmon farms in the vicinity; Wick of Belmont (MSIR
3004491) - believed to involve Cooke Aquaculture who operate a salmon farm at Wick of
Belmont; Uig Bay (MSIR 3004783) - believed to involve Grieg Seafood who operate a salmon
farms in the vicinity.
A seal killed in Loch Dunvegan on the Isle of Skye in January 2021 - suspected of being killed
by Grieg Seafood who operate three salmon farms in Loch Dunvegan – could also have triggered
a Police Scotland investigation.
Scottish Salmon Watch is fully aware that there have been recent changes in the legal regime in
but it seems that the any seals killed by salmon farms after 1 February 2021 are illegal.
However, both Animal Concern and Scottish Salmon Watch are doubtful that the new legal
regime will stop the illegal killing of seals and there is now a £10,000 reward on offer for
information leading to a successful prosecution (Animal Concern offered a £5,000 reward in
February 2021 and Scottish Salmon Watch has now pledged to match it).

Scottish Salmon Watch expects further clarity from the Scottish Government on the killing of
seals in Scotland. The following information sourced from an internal email from the Scottish
Government dated 2 February 2021 was disclosed on 1 April 2021 by the Scottish Government
(via FOI-2021-00155371):

The line in blue – “the Scottish Government will be publishing guidance associated with the
remaining licensable purposes in Section 110 of the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 shortly” – was
added “to make sure we are being open about that”:

The Scottish Government’s web-page on ‘Seal Licensing’ currently states:

Scottish Salmon Watch is concerned that salmon farmers will continue to kills seals illegally
either by continuing the slaughter at farms without a licence or via the continued killing by wild
fisheries interests which have historically been extremely close to salmon farmers (for example
via funding and representation of salmon farming interests on fisheries trusts and boards).
Scottish Salmon Watch will be watching with a keen interest how ‘legal’ seal kills are officially
reported beyond 1 February 2021 and will flag up any potential illegal activity. For example, the
Northern Salmon Management Group & North West Salmon Management Group appears to
have been a front for the salmon farming companies Loch Duart and Wester Ross to stay below
the radar.

In particular, it will be interesting to see how the Northern Salmon Management Group & North
West Salmon Management Group report seal kills after 31 January 2021 especially since the
West Sutherland Fisheries Trust receives funding from salmon farming companies Scottish Sea
Farms, Wester Ross and Loch Duart (with Nick Joy, formerly the boss of Loch Duart,
represented on the Board of Trustees) and Wester Ross Fisheries Trust has received funded by
salmon farming companies. In the Western Isles, the Outer Hebrides Fisheries Trust also has
representation from The Scottish Salmon Company on their Board of Trustees.
Scottish Salmon Watch is concerned that a legal loophole exists or at least a danger of bending
the law exists to allow salmon farmers to continue to kill seals. Salmon farmers may not be the
licenced marksmen pulling the trigger but they may be directing seal kills behind the scenes.

In conclusion, Scottish Salmon Watch hope that Police Scotland will provide the information
requested in February 2021 and prevent an appeal to the Scottish Information Commissioner
which will only waste precious police resources.
Please provide a receipt for this FOI review request.
Please provide any new information electronically.

Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Scottish Salmon Watch

Appendix:
Marine Scotland Intelligence Reports disclosed by the Scottish Government on 1 April 2021
(FOI-2021-00155371):
PDF #1 Intelligence Mowi Carradale two seals mother & pup badly mutilated

PDF #5 Basta Voe four seals without licence

PDF #6 Kylesku Bridge near Loch Duart carcass of common seal shot

PDF #9 seal with bullet holes Wick of Belmont Unst Shetland

PDF #11 Uig Bay closest salmon farm does not appear to have a seal shooting licence

PDF #12 Orkney 15 to 20 seals dead in net at salmon farm

